HPE GreenLake

Optimize your hybrid environment with a cloud that comes to you.

Some workloads need to be run in the data center due to cost, latency, application dependency, and compliance reasons. But the draw of public cloud remains, with flexible pricing and limitless scale.

Capture the benefits of cloud consumption on-premises with HPE® GreenLake®, an As a Service offering from Insight. This solution from HPE gives you one experience and one operating model for apps and data anywhere. Adopt and optimize HPE GreenLake with our expert team.

About the solution

HPE GreenLake offers a broad portfolio of cloud services such as Machine Learning Operations (ML Ops), containers, storage, compute, Virtual Machines (VMs), and data protection. Sophisticated metering enables accurate and transparent pay-per-use billing that aligns with your needs.

A self-service platform, HPE GreenLake Central, provides a single interface to streamline operations and insights across your hybrid environment. Simply point and click to get up-to-date information about costs and capacity, address compliance concerns, automate operations, or manage your services.

Features and benefits

HPE GreenLake combines the agility, simplicity, and economics of the cloud with the governance, performance, and control of an on-premises environment.

- **Don’t overspend**
  Pay-as-you-go consumption gives you maximum agility and frees up capital for new ventures.

- **Scale easily**
  Stop stressing about forecasting future data needs. Scale up or down as needed, seamlessly.

- **Simplify management**
  Monitor usage, costs, compliance, and more across your hybrid estate via a single platform.

- **Choose your service**
  From VDI or VM, to containers and bare metal — choose your size and instance and scale incrementally.

- **Enable developers**
  Give your Dev team the resources needed to build modern applications faster and easier.

Why Insight?

25+ years of data center experience

>1EB of data and >2M workloads migrated since 2015

~35,000 critical enterprise infrastructure components monitored

~1M devices discovered, analyzed, and remediated for cloud readiness

$1.5B cost savings identified for clients

Getting started is easy.

Visit solutions.insight.com/contact-us to connect with our team.
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